Annex 1
Overview of the Application:
Helmholtz Young Investigator Group leader
(Name, complete current address, email, and
telephone number of the candidate)

Project title

Nominating Helmholtz Center

Name and organizational unit of host scientist

German university partner
Helmholtz Research Field

Helmholtz Program-orientied funding stream
(PoF)

0

Candidate:
Current host institution and current employment
status (permanent position or including start and
end date, in case of fixed-term contracts)
Have you applied for funding with this research
proposal at another funding program? If yes,
please state the program and organization.

Please note: Candidates cannot apply for the
Helmholtz Young Investigator Groups if they are
already receiving funding from a similar program
(such as the German Research Foundation’s (DFG)
Emmy Noether Groups).
☐ Yes, in (insert year): _________

Have you applied for an ERC (starting) grant?

☐ No

Were you invited to present your ERC (starting) ☐ Yes, in (insert year): _________
proposal (and thus are listed)?
☐ No
Gender
Nationality
Date of doctorate
Career break f. eg. periods of maternity, paternity
leave, care leave, serious illness or other unavoidable downtime (if applicable)
Please indicate the exact duration in months and
the reason

Date of birth of children (if applicable)
International research experience
Please indicate exact duration in months and the
type of research experience.
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Short CV (max. 450 characters, in table form)
(Please include working experience, Ph.D. and
academic studies; please indicate durations)

Summary of publications (max. 300 characters)
(Please include the total number of publications,
Hirsch-Index (please indicate citation database);
first authorships (if applicable), please highlight
three crucial contributions to your field.)

Summary of awards (max. 200 characters)
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Project:
5-6 keywords

Summary in English (max. 200 words). Please formulate this summary to be comprehensible to scientists without expertise in your field.

Summary in German (max. 200 words). Please formulate this summary to be comprehensible to scientists without expertise in your field.
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In case of a resubmission of the application:
Please provide the project number and year of the initial application. Please describe the changes
compared to the initial application (max. 300 words).

Envisaged permanent position:
Have you been informed about the evaluation ☐ Yes
procedure, regulations, and the probability of
☐ No
reaching the offered permanent position by the
Helmholtz Center?
Upon positive evaluation, what will your employ- ☐ Staff scientist (permanent contract and miniment position be:
mum requirement)
☐ Tenure position (i.e. permanent leadership
position including a budget and personnel)
☐ Other, please provide details:
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